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The PC 3800-1 in transport mode.
For on site travel, the Faymonville
trailer shown here can be itted with
the APMC assist power pack.

A moving pedestal
Sarens used another Terex
crane, shown here and
overleaf, on a traditional
crawler base, for other
turbines on the same site.

Sarens has demonstrated the advantages of its new ‘mobile’ pedestal crane, the Terex PC 3800-1, on a wind
farm project in Germany. The crane was used to erect three 159m wind turbine towers.
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on behalf of client Enercon DE.

3800-1’s folding outriggers can

Hendrik Sanders, the technical
solutions equipment engineer for
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be set to a base of 14m or 16m,
which boosts its capacity.

